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FOREWORD

The simple-natured Muslims are badly trapped by the Dajjali Media and are grieving to witness the splendor and honor of the Muslim Ummah being hurt. Dajjali Media, conscience-seller analysts living on it, scholars, columnists, journalists, scholars who mislead people, and the authorities sitting in the parliaments do not let any news, which can console and relieve them from this confliction, leak and running a propaganda campaign about decline of Islam.

I decided to write in order to console them and disclose the truths which are witnessed and captured in videos by Mujahideen. Dajjali media hid these facts to demoralize the Muslims. In the coming lines, stories of Mujahideen and followers of truth are narrated, which reveal Allah's help, trust in Allah and struggle of Mujahideen.

These stories will be a source of satisfaction for Muslims and an answer to the propaganda of Dajjali media. In this book (In The Line of Victory), you will learn how Allah helped unarmed Mujahideen against highly trained Allied forces armed with latest technology, jets, missiles, heavy vehicles like MRAP, and how Mujahideen overcame the enemy troops. How super power of the world, which is dreaming to rule the whole world, admitted its defeat.

Crusaders slave Muslim governments and worshippers of Dajjal covered these facts with lies and false stories, and supposed that (Maa’zAllah) Islam will die away, Jihad will become strange for Muslims and the residents of Khurasan. Then all witnessed that these illiterate, ignorant, rude, old-fashioned, extremist and terrorists became fore-sighted, truthful, victorious, skilled warriors and successful. Allah Almighty bestowed these resolute Mujahideen that crusaders
moves and tactics would invert. Costly machinery failed against cheap device WKS. The enemy planners, rulers, writers, scholars, and analysts were amazed at what was happening in the battlefield. All their comments, guesses, ideas and thoughts went wrong. Mujahideen routed them in all fields like media propaganda, and diplomacy, and proved that they are familiar with the tactics to bridle the satanic forces and their supporters.

I tried my best to search and verify before writing what is forthcoming. I am not a professional writer, therefore, these stories might not be very interesting or attractive for the readers. The writer is an ordinary and uneducated Mujahid, and his objective is to console the Muslims. I tried to pen down the personally witnessed facts which might not be up to the level of literature and skills.

Another thing is "Today the Muslim Ummah is trapped in propaganda of Dajjali media that Jihad and connection with Mujahideen is harmful to them and Islam." But I assure them that facts are against it and Islam will be dominant till Hereafter. (Insha Allah)

Mujahideen are familiar with the truthfulness of Islam which Allah described in this revelation of "Soora Al Anfaal."

ان الذين كفروا ينقلون اموالهم........
Translation: "Of course those infidels who spend their money to stop people from Allah's path, so they will continue to spend, then it will be (a source of) grief for them (on the "Day of Judgment"), and then they will be defeated, and those who do not believe (in Allah) will be taken to the Hell."

After Reciting this Revelation, Muslim should get out of desperation and fear, and instead of sitting idle, should help and support Mujahideen in all respects. Allah has bestowed these Mujahideen with the abilities that they can prepare their own Drones, missiles and
latest weapons. They had planned a lot but due to scarcity of resources and economic problems, they could not realize their dreams (plans).

In this book (In The Line Of Victory), you will find that Mujahideen did not waste the Holy funds which the Muslim brothers gave to them, and spent it carefully against the enemy. If enough economical resources had been provided to Mujahideen, they could have laid fire under the enemy feet and taught them an unforgettable lesson. Therefore, it is duty of the Muslim Ummah to support them economically so that they can perform their duty without any delay. Miserliness, laziness, indolence and cowardice of the Muslim Ummah is the biggest obstruction in the exaltation of Islam. It is the time to give up expediency.

Infidels are sacrificing everything for falsehood whereas the Muslim Ummah is silent, rather it is saving its wealth as if it is forever. Today, if the Muslim Ummah does not wake up from sleep and express its religious bashfulness to hold Jihad, if it does not help Islam and Mujahideen, the infidels will not allow them to stick to their religion. All the satanic powers are against the Muslims. We admit or not but according to the Holy Quran, they are trying to finish the Muslims or at least to divert them from their religion. This is why the Muslims are ordered to strengthen their defense. This order is stressed in Quran, and Holy Prophet Muhammad (SAW) persuaded with his actions. He (SAW) Himself put sentinel at his home in Madina Munawara, and during Holy battles gave glad tidings to encourage His Sahaba(RA).

Placing sentinel is not against belief in Allah. It is Holy Prophet's Sunnah, and Sahaba (RA) followed His (PBUH) instructions and demonstration. They believed in Fate and loved Shahadat more than anyone but never separated weapons from them even during sleeping.
Because they wanted not to fall an easy prey to the enemy. May Allah forgive us, we have left these routines of the Holy Prophet (PBUH) and His Sahaba (RA), and succumbed to the deceptions of Dajjali media, and name it as extremism. And......."خذوا حذر كم"

"Adopt (means) to defend yourself"

........have ignored Allah's this command. This is why infidels tyrannize the Muslim countries, wherever and whenever they wish. May it that the Muslim Ummah understand this command and act upon it, in which lies their lives, peace, honor, dignity, success and path of solvation.

Now the question arises here," how is it possible to act upon this command?" Answer is "we should first unite, confront infidels in all fields, and then be resolute." For example, join Mujahideen to fight against infidels forces, give funds wherever Mujahideen need and write to support Jihad and Mujahideen. To understand Islam and Jihad, read books and ask the Muslim clerics and convey the message of Islam and Jihad to others i.e. whatever you can do to raise flag of Islam and make it dominant all over the world, you should go ahead with it. So do participate to implement Allah's command all over the world.

My call is "The Muslim Ummah must support Jihad and Mujahideen in such a way that Mujahideen would know that the Ummah is at their back." My call is to wake up the Muslim Ummah. May this writing cause to console the Muslims. May Allah give it the honour of His acceptance, and forgive me, all Mujahideen and the Muslims. (Aameen) O Lord of the worlds!

Sincerely

Engineer Abu Muhammad.
HOW CRUSADER'S TECHNOLOGY FAILED?

In the name of Allah, the most beneficent the most merciful.

لاملجاً ولامنجاً الآليله
"there is no place of shelter and no way of salvation (from Allah) but towards him"
"Prostration (before Allah) which you feel difficult relieve man to bow before thousands of Gods"

The monotheists of Islamic state of Afghanistan, seeking the shelter of Allah Almighty, perceived the secret (path) of salvation, and routed those who feel safe in the lap of "Taghoot". When America and her allied forces with all their sources, invaded Afghanistan to destroy the followers of Truth and veracity (Taliban), Taliban in spite of their destitution and resourcelessness rejected all diplomacies, privileges and temporary benefits, sought Allah's shelter and alighted boats of Prophet's and his Sahaba's love in the ocean of tests. When troops of all the infidels of the world together assaulted a handful of Dervish, helpless but eagle-natured Taliban, and diplomat, sycophant and disloyal rulers of Muslim Ummah cajoling Taghoot-e-Akbar had sold religious honor and bashfulness, and irreligious and arrogant rulers of the atomic powers laid on their back on one call of Taghoot-e-Akbar and isolated the newly born Islamic state, closed their Embassies and sold their ambassadors and daughter of Islam "Doctor Aafia Siddiqui" Taliban ignoring all the dipmacies gave up their government, but didn't disgrace the religion. They did not fear Taghoot-e-Akbar. Neither they sold themselves and nor they surrendered (rather they changed their war strategy). Retaining their religious
honor and bashfulness of their ideology, they put up a bold front before Taghoot-e-Akbar.

Brimming with power of trust in Allah, they collided with the Taghoot, armed with latest technology, for the exaltation of Oneness of Allah. Taliban knew that Taghoot-e-Akbar and it's Allied forces had the capability to besiege every inch of Afghanistan with their latest technology. Taliban also knew that their opposition was the Super power of the world and making them angry amounted to invite the death. Authorities of so called Islamic countries also tried to bribe them (Taliban). But they had perceived the secret (path) of salvation.

لأملجاً ولا منجاً الاالليه

After perception of this secret, the Believers do not bow before The Troops, rather their Belief increases. The do not care for scarcity of materialistic means, lack of Man power and empty handedness, rather seeking Allah's shelter, they rush toward success. Ignoring victory and defeat, they stick to obey their Lord's order. They brought up their passions believing that the end of the Troops in Afghanistan would be like Abrah's Troops of Elephants which were demolished to straw (nothing) by the Ababeel (flock of birds) with the Lord's order.

Then the world witnessed that a small number of the followers of Truth and Veracity (The Taliban) with their Lord's help routed the Troops (Allied forces). How unarmed (helpless) Taliban broke air fence, defeated the enemy in forces in face to face battle, what tactics and strategies they employed in Guerilla war? How they besieged the Allied forces in their dwellings? And finally how the Allied forces fled with their tails between the legs? What technology Taliban acquired which destroyed satellite, drones, B-52, Chinook helicopters, Humvees, MRAP, armors, tanks, check posts and supply lines? Inspite of having latest technology, Allied forces felt unsafe, started using crop
fields and deserts as March routs instead of roads and had to be bound in their camps. It was Allah's help which made Taliban's technology--costing a few rupees, victorious, over western technology--costing billions of dollars.
PERIOD OF RETREAT AFTER FALL OF KABUL

After the invasion of crusaders in Afghanistan, Taliban commanders, after mutual consultation, cleared off all the areas, and as a war strategy retreated to organize a guerilla war. Thus, they moved to mountains, caves and hidden valleys, away from cities of populated areas. It was of course difficult and hard but they had to get prepared (make preparation) to start a guerilla war. Crusader's aggression was at its climax and Ramzan-ul-Mubarak, with all its blooms and blessings, war near. I was dog-tired of facing the incidents of retreat and exhausting journeys of hide and run. My commander suggested me to go back to my home to have some rest, and I happily returned to my home. My family was happy to see me, but I was restless. I was distressed at the attack of crusaders on Islamic state of Afghanistan. I often used to lay foundations for returning back to the battlefield. Separation from the battlefield had ruined my comfort.

After all, probably, on 23rd of Ramadan, I decided to return to the battlefield of Afghanistan. My family and relatives tried vehemently to convince me to stay till Eid-ul-Fitr but I humbly requested my parents not to stop me. I said, "My dear parents! You will have to bear this separation only for the “Will of Allah Almighty”. I myself cannot tolerate it but I have no choice. I will have to get separated from my beloved family and dearest relatives. I am bound to Allah's command and have no option. We should not bear this separation unpleasantly and sadly, rather we should do it happily and willingly." The lives devoted for sacred and higher objectives, do feel pinching of the thorns of the path but do not get embarrassed rather keep moving consistently towards their destination. Every mission or objective demands
sacrifice which may be in the form of feelings, properties or lives. If your body and soul have been injured badly, even then you should not stop. If you stopped to recover or look after your wounds, you will get separated from the caravan. Today, the mission to which I have promised to be loyal, is demanding sacrifice from me. Should I not say, "Here I am"?

The battlefield is demanding from me to leave my home, family and relatives, to populate it. And its demand from you is not to frown and not to shed tears. In the way of Jihad, we can only advance, and retreat is forbidden. Raise your feeble hands before Allah to pray for me, May He help me advance (Aameen). This difficult stage is as much full of tests for me as it is hard for you. But Allah rewards those who sacrifice their relationships. Jihad is sacred to me, and you should also bear this separation smilingly for Allah's willingness. And he shall reward you for this sacrifice. What is the soul of worship? It is to bow before Allah's command and completely abide by His orders. When we are to make a choice between our desires and Allah's command, we should sacrifice our desires for Allah's command. All the worship and prayers water this passion, and it is the ultimate objective. Did you ever think of the reality of Hijrah? It is to say good bye to your homeland and comforts for Allah's command."

Listening to me, my old feeble parents willingly allowed me to go to the battlefield. So I left for it. As much as I was nearing the battlefield, my enthusiasm, courage and determination against American aggression was increasing.

After all I succeeded to reach the Mujahideen's Markaz. Taliban had started an organized Guerilla war, and it consoled my worries. Pelting attacks over the crusaders had begun after a small period of aggression and carpet bombing. Brave Taliban troops equipped with
traditional and outdated weapons like AK47, RPG-7, LMG,s and BM’s, had started their struggle. Unconcerned with the victory and defeat, Afghan nation had engaged to meet their Allah's command.

In the Markaz, Mujahideen were deploying their troops to different battlefields, and I wanted to be deployed as early as possible so that I could teach the invaders a good lesson. In the Markaz, when Mujahideen talked about the wars, I listened to it carefully, and then used to analyze our weaknesses and attacking techniques of the enemy. Keeping in view the time, conditions and resources, there was a prominent and clear difference between USSR occupation in the past and American recent invasion. In the past, Eastern and western powers were engaged in cold war and people of the world specially hated Communists for their atrocities and extortion. It was because the world supported Afghan Jihad against USSR, economically and morally. Mujahideen faced no problems to continue their Jihadi activities and to use various resources, out of Afghanistan. But during American invasion, the conditions were against it. Now American was the only super power ( to deal the world affairs ) and there was no one to challenge the obstinate power except Taliban. All the infidels of the world, even the Muslim states had allied against Jihad and Mujahideen. There was no one to support Taliban. So how could Taliban fight against whole of the world? How defeat of the whole world and victory of a handful of Taliban could be possible?

Of course, He is Allah who had ordered to arrange all possible means and then trust Him. In the Markaz, I often thought how could Islam be dominant? I analyzed the conditions and then thought, what steps should we take to face the modern technology of the enemy? Till then, traditional weapons were not giving effective results. Enemy was bombarding from the air and
Mujahideen were the targets. There was no solutions. Therefore, Mujahideen started planning to defeat the enemy in face to face battle. Mujahideen were trying to discover methods, to devise weapons or to invent some technology which can break the back of the enemy.
THE IRON CUTS THE IRON

As I was a wireless operator, so I wanted to use it as a weapon. By the grace of Allah, it came to my mind that wireless should be used to conduct Remote control (RC) attacks over crusaders. It would require less man power and enemy will face heavy loss (of life and economy). I decided to devise a Remote control but I was unable to decide where to start from? It was not a Child's Remote control toy which is easy to access and play/operate, rather it was battle-field weapon in which a small mistake could cause heavy loss. I wanted to use Remote control to hit the enemy from a distance after recognizing it, as the drone does. I wanted to cut iron with the iron.

I informed my commander of my ideas. He patted me and assured me that my ideas will (Insha Allah ) surely work, therefore, I should start working over it. He said, “I will support you in all respects. " Therefore, I contacted an electronics instructor and started learning electronics. I requested him not to disclose the secret. I started working over it. Initial expenses, I bore myself. Instructor taught me basics of electronics. We also did practical so that concept of working of electronic circuits may become clear in my mind. ( In the following lines/pages , I would use code names of those who assisted me in this regard. )
UNITED WE STAND, 
DIVIDED WE FALL

During the course of training, I happened to see an old friend of mine “K”. We sat for long time to have chitchat, nostalgic memories of past were our topic. Meanwhile we also talked about current affairs. “K” asked me, "what are you working on nowadays?” I pondered for a while and then told him about my plans, as I needed trusted fellows and he was the one. I also invited him to join me to accomplish what I was trying to do. He accepted my invitation without hesitation, and his eyes lightened with hope and satisfaction. He took a long breath and said, "we shall Insha Allah ruin the Crusaders and shall raise up the flag of Islam.

I " W " and " K " both continued training. I also taught “K " what I had learnt in last one week. Fragile condition of the war affected regions had made us restless. News of Mujahideen's success were scarce. On the other hand, American bombing was increasing the number of killings day by day. So I and “K " decided to depart as soon as possible in order to use what we had learnt. We put the picture before our instructor and sought permission to leave, and he gladly let us leave. We both stayed in populated and modern part of the city, and bought all instruments and tools related to electronics from the local market. Earlier we had to use gas cylinder to sold the wires, but now we had modern tools for this purpose.

We had learnt only basics of electronics, so we started searching some experts (Engineers) amongst our circles i.e. Mujahideen. We could work as helpers to an electronic engineer. It took two months to find an expert and skillful electronic engineer.
ALLAH HELPS THOSE WHO HELP THEMSELVES

We met many people who claimed to be engineers but no one was able to do the task and they had many objections. In this search we had wasted much time, also secrecy of our task was being disclosed, so we decided to work on our own. Thus we started to shoot arrows in the dark. In the light of our training, we prepared circuits, experimented them, tried to make use of written material available in the bazaar, examined the circuits of various electronic goods, specially electronic toys, and finally.....

.....We succeeded to prepare a circuit diagram, took it to a PCB (printed circuit board) maker in local market, showed him the diagram and asked him to design PCB for this diagram. He demanded Rs.6000 which we could not afford so we had to return desperately. Then we bought Vero Boards (special boards for circuit making) and prepared circuit according to the diagram. When we experimented it, result was zero. Our happiness died out. We checked the soldered side of the circuit, may it be that connections were short which caused our failure. Conclusively, what could be the reasons of our failure?

We were tired but encouraged each other and then started again. In March 2002, with Allah's blessing and beneficence, and after working hard day and night for one month, we succeeded to prepare a perfect Remote Control circuit. We experimented it again and again, thanked Allah for this success and informed our commanders of our success. We practically demonstrated our achievement before them and after it they patted us and prayed for us.

Our commanders ordered us to immediately prepare 20 Remote Control Devices and provided us Rs. 20000 as expenditure. Initially we could prepare only 6 Remote
Controls in Rs. 20000 and handed over to our commanders. Resultantly, these Remote Controls were being discussed at higher levels i.e. Mulla Akhtar Usmani Shaheed was fully impressed with Remote Control performance. With the passage of time, we became experienced and familiar with the market. Travelling and residence expenses were also high. Sometimes we needed some changes in PCB. Keeping in view all these things, we shifted to a big city for our task (project).
THEN THE DOORS OPEN

We happened to see an old friend “S” and talked with him about our plans. He had a strange smile on his face during conversation and when we offered him to join us in our project, he delighted. When we asked him about his strange smile, he said, "I believe Allah wants us to be on the same track and travel in the same boat because I am also working on the same kind of project in the supervision of an expert of electronics. I often prey to Allah for the success and betterment of this project. May Allah bestow us with such trustable and hardworking friends who understanding this technology employ it against the enemy all around Afghanistan. May they use it to ruin crusaders pay them in their coins. It looks as if Allah has blessed my prays the honor of acceptance that we happened to meet here surprisingly".

Meanwhile he offered us to go with him so that we jointly might give this virtuous deed a happy ending, as he had suitable environment and resources to do all this. He said, "Insha Allah we will face no problem and everything will be done skillfully and methodically. We shall try to improve what you have done. We shall also share experiences of our Engineer, so that we can make a fine, cheap and workable product (Remote Control) to use in the battlefield. And Mujahideen may become superior to Crusaders with its output in the battlefield or at least they may suppress the enemy's aggression”.

It was April 2002 when we agreed to “S" to work with him. "S" needed technical fellows and we needed funds and better resources. Thus Allah accepted our prays and sincerity for the betterment of Muslim Ummah, and we (W.K. & S) started working together. “S" took us to his hideout where there was a workshop in the inner portion of the house. From here we had to return back to collect our equipment. After some time
we with all our equipment arrived at his hideout where he received us warmly and took us to his workshop.
REALIZATION OF OUR DREAMS

Electronic instruments and tools were placed in an attractive and good manner. Different kinds of machines were mounted in a corner of the room. Tools like cutter, sucker, solder with stand, tweezers, solder wire etc., enough for six to eight workers were placed on a big wide table settled in the middle of the room. In short, it was a lab equipped with latest electronic instruments. It was in fact a Realization of our dreams, for which we must be thankful to Allah as much as we could. So I thanked Allah for this beneficence. There was no comparison between what we had earlier and what I was witnessing in this lab. Now it was our responsibility to work hard in order to achieve the goal.

We - “W,K and S " held a meeting and discussed in detail what we had done regarding Remote Control design, working of Remote Control and expenses etc."S" told that he had spent almost 4 lac and 50 thousand rupees till now and yet had been unable to prepare a Remote Control worth using in the battlefield. Because till now we had been working on Microcontroller which when we experimented, worked nicely but in the field, the result was zero. We -"W & K" were stunned to listen this much expense. Then “S " asked us about our expenses and progress. When we told “S” that we prepared 6 Remote Controls for Rs: 20000 which worked splendidly in the field, he jumped up with happiness. Then he said admiringly, " excellent, very nice, Masha Allah " (مَاشَاءَاللَّه), I showed him an experimented Remote Control which he (S) observed keenly. Afterwards, we dismissed the meeting, took dinner, offered "Isha" and slept contentedly.

Next day, after routines, we again held meeting and discussed whether we should work on S's Remote Control or WK's Remote Control, and after discussion it
was decided to proceed on S's Remote Control. We discussed the causes of failure of S's Remote Control. We asked "S" to brief us about his Remote Control, its working, programming and tuning etc. S said, “we prepared this Remote Control and Microcontroller decoder with the help of an expert engineer. We utilized lesser parts and a programmed IC in the circuit. Secondly it was a single PCB having Remote Control and decoder on it and it works on touch tone, 3 digits code criteria." S further added, "he has 200 pieces of PCB, got prepared from the market. Besides, the Receivers were also tuned in bazaar which charged Rs.300 per piece." Tuning and frequency was also set by the market worker. According to S, they did not know how to set frequency. In short, we started working on Microcontroller Remote Control and assembled 200 pieces in ten days. We named it as WKS and launched in the field. But did not make it publically known for some reason.

No doubt experiences cost patience but access to destination is fruitful. After difficulties, our efforts, devotion and tack striving became fruitful but as Shakhse said. "There was another destination after a destination," success of this device had another destination ahead. It was not an easy task which demanded courage. So we gathered our courage and started searching suitable atmosphere (environment) and place. This device ruined the enemy, but a small mistake might also be dangerous and life taking. We wanted to distribute the 200 pieces among Taliban all over Afghanistan in order to analyze its performance.

We had experimented the device on table but we wanted to experiment it in the battlefield as well. We met commander Haji Sabir and briefed him about "WKS" and our desire to strengthen Mujahideen by using it. We told him the uses of "WKS" and how it
worked. We said, "we shall connect WKS with the mine, Bury it in the soil and hide ourselves when the crusaders convoy will come, we shall blast it and their heavy vehicles will shatter into pieces".

Haji Sabir listened to us attentively and his face was full of expressions. When we were done with our briefing, he delightedly said. "O Mr. engineer! The problem is solved. "but then he suddenly stopped and pondered. We amusedly looked at his face and waited to utter. After a short interval, he said, "No engineer, not at all." We wondered and asked, "why Haji sahib? What happened?" He said, "presently we are using, RPG7, PK, AK47 etc. which are giving no results, but when we use this device, it will ruin the enemy economically and physically, however, illiterate Mujahideen will use it hardly. Engineer Sahib! You know how much educated I am, how a man like me will use codes, and how I will set frequency on the wireless."

I scratching my head though something and tried with determination to convince and satisfy him. I said, “Haji Sahib! It is not a problem. It is easy to use this device. I am here to help you, train your companions and make them use it. I will do it as soon as possible. You only plan to use WKS in the battlefield. " He said (like he was challenging me), "You know how much intelligent our Pashtuns are?" I said, "Confide in Allah, if He helps us, our problems will be solved. You do, what should, and we will do, what we need to do. "
WHO CONFIDE IN ALLAH

Haji Sahib had got me and had agreed to me to get his people trained on WKS. He said, "I shall send my fellows, train them nicely, give me WKS as many as you wish, I shall give you report after using it (Insha Allah)."

We had prepared 200 pieces, and had tested them in lab but we decided to test it practically before sending in the field. So I came in mountains, connected WKS to the explosive and gave it coded tones but it did not work, explosive did not blast. We got tensed and worried. We had worked hard to assemble 200 pieces, had checked them in the lab but now the result was zero. I was worried because Haji Sabir had sent a Mujahid to be trained and he was also waiting for WKS. We were feeling ashamed and discouraged. We thanked Allah that we had not sent it all around Afghanistan before practical. If it had turned to be unsuccessful in the field, we had to repent more than ever. Because movement for Mujahideen was dangerous and attempts would have gone useless. And Haji Sabir might have lost his confidence in us and would have gone suspicious about Remote Control device.

After unsuccessful experiment of WKS, we climbed down the hill, recovered mine and examined WKS. We discovered that it didn't have blasting code. When we checked other WKS, their codes were lost too.

We rushed back to our lab, where Haji Sabir's companion was waiting for us. We didn't tell him about the fault that occurred in WKS. We handed him to a fellow to keep him busy in training of WKS for at least three days. Our man started his training.

Meanwhile, we after long discussion, stopped working on Microcontroller Remote Control and started working WKS's Remote Control which could be prepared without computer and modern technology. We
had already prepared its six pieces. After changing our plan, we slept. Next day, after routines, we discussed its parts, finalized its circuit and sketched it on paper. We sent "K" to the market with the circuit diagram to get its PCBs prepared, so that we could hand something over to our guest (Haji Sabir's companion). "K" returned with 20 PCBs at 8:00 pm. We assembled the circuit, tuned its receiver etc. in the night and completed all twenty pieces. They did not need programming, thus they were ready to be used.
UNSEEN PLEASURES

When 20 pieces of WKS were ready, our tension and desperation died. Our determination rose because we had already used these Remote Controls successfully in the battlefield. We, inspite of being tired because of continuous working, we were feeling unknown happiness on this success. Finally we were gifting a nice package to our guest. Next responsibility was Mujahideen's, what they do and report.

Next task was fitting and packing WKS. We decided to pack WKS in tube light choke (body/covering). We bought 20 chokes from markets, removed its parts, did some alteration and fitted WKS in it. Later on, we used to buy only outer covering of choke, which reduced our expenses. We used this method for two years. It had one benefit that it was not a suspicious thing and was cheap to buy.

Haji Sabir's companion was now fully trained and was able to train his fellows. We handed him WKS, wished him good luck and he left. We relaxed and prayed to Allah, "O Allah! Help Islam and Mujahideen." Now we had to wait for results of our work. After the guest departed, we had nothing to do and this respite was temporary as we had to start mass production of WKS if the results were satisfactory. Therefore, we were praying for encouraging results. We were restless and uneasy. Because it was summer which is spring for Mujahideen as most of the battle was fought during summer. Time was moving fast, and we wanted to harm the enemy before the weather changed.

After much prayers, moments of waiting ended with news of success. But one of the team which used WKS put a complaint. It was, "after plantation of mine (with WKS), when the target arrived after three days, we gave tone, but it did not work". It meant we could use it
within three days after plantation. It worried us because sometimes the enemy arrived earlier and sometimes it might take much time. Furthermore, taking out mines and then planting, again and again was not easy. Because it is sensitive matter, a slight mistake may cause a big loss. So it was necessary to rectify the fault. Thus when we experimented ourselves, Mujahideen's complaints were correct.

We thought into it and discovered that in regions from where the complaints were received, due to cold weather and humidity of soil the battery stopped working. We recovered such batteries, dried them in sunlight and then gave it blasting tone, it blasted the mine. We did this experiment again and again and found a solution. We removed this fault and now the battery could be used after a week (within 8 days).
WKS PRODUCTION

Thus we started WKS production. Big production needed big man power and care. It was a sensitive matter so we needed to be careful about its secrecy. After the success of WKS, it became the talk of the town. Haji Sabir gave us detailed report and we looked into the methods of increasing production and safe supply. We could not deliver it separately to the commander of every district. It may interfere our work flow. We decided to contact senior Taliban commanders, tell them the details and request them to establish a system to ensure safe and in time delivery of WKS.

We succeeded to contact Mullah Brother, put the picture before him and placed our request. He gladly accepted our request and introduced us to one of his coordinator Kamal Shaheed who belonged to Shabarghan Afghanistan. It was decided that Kamal would coordinate with us. We also contacted sincere hard working and trusted people to increase our production. We started working vehemently in the workshop. We used to spend nights at work table. Kamal was receiving continuous supply, and he was giving supply according to the demands of commanders of different religions of Afghanistan. The users of WKS didn't know suppliers and suppliers didn't know the makers. Everything was going systematically throughout Afghanistan. Figures bear witness that under this concordant and comprehensive system, how WKS attacks ruined crusaders and their supporters.

After a few months, another complaint about WKS was received but it was not frequent. We collected such pieces, checked and found some parts burnt. This problem was observed only 1% but we wanted 100% output. Faults meant troubling the Mujahideen using WKS. So we started to use fine quality parts which were
costly. After some efforts, we met a merchant who provided us the required parts at Singapore rates. Thus by the grace of Allah, this problem was also solved and we succeeded to receive 100% output (results) in the battlefield. We and Taliban thanked Allah for this blessing. Taliban were also grateful to who invented WKS and strengthened them and their defense.
WKS IN IRAQ

Two years had passed after the fall of Emarat-e-Islamia Afghanistan and the fire of explosive had transformed into paganism. The Afghans, injured with American atrocities and aggression, instead of waiting and hoping to recover their wounds, had put their sons to "do-or-die" battle to teach the enemy a historical lesson. Storms of fire and explosive could not stagger them and they taught their children to face these storms bravely and filled their hearts with the determination to raise Allah's flag. The bashful children of brave parents grasped the lesson firmly and armed with the power of trust in Allah, engaged in Jihad. They faced the enemy forces and modern technology gallantly, and destroyed their supply lines, base camps and check posts with WKS attacks, suicide attacks, and ambushes and above all Allah's help. Enemy power began to fall like sand well. Mujahideen who had retreated strategically two years ago now started to demolish them in plains, farms, roads, mountains, and valleys. Still the smell of explosive from the house of Muslims of this area did not die that the assailant America attacked the unarmed Muslims of Iraq. The innocent Iraqis did not expect this invasion. America created a new chapter of atrocities and massacre to finish their race.

Aah! I own only one life and body which was tired of Afghan incident, and now listening to how Iraqi Muslim were raged, I almost died. Iraqis were screaming whereas Arab states and Muslim Ummah was silent. I vehemently wished to have two bodies of which one would help Afghans and the other would support Iraqis, encourage them and get injured for them. My heart was pounding. I wished Iraqi Mujahideen to regain their balance as soon as possible, and bridle the infidels of the
world. On the other side, I wished to deliver WKS to Iraqi Mujahideen by some means.

There were two possibilities. Firstly, I might go to Iraq myself and gift them WKS. Secondly, I might find someone who would be connected to Iraqi Mujahideen, and understanding WKS could train other Iraqi Mujahideen as soon as possible, so that they could punish Americans for their tyrannies. I humbly and helplessly prayed to Allah and He beneficently accepted my requests. (سبحان الله وحمده)
PASSENGERS OF NEW DESTINATIONS

By the grace of Allah, after a few days, a group of Iraqi Mujahideen contacted us and expressed their desire to understand and learn WKS. An Iraqi Mujahid met us after we responded positively. I received him warmly and gladly. It looked as if my desire was fulfilled, and soon the Americans would be kicked on their backs in Iraq.

His heart was filled with devotion, emotions, quest and eagerness, and he wished to get something as soon as possible. Iraqi Mujahid disclosed that he was connected to Senior Arab commanders who had participated practically in the battle of Afghanistan against USA. When they went to Iraq and told about WKS, they after mutual consultation chose an Iraqi Mujahid and sent him to get WKS device. We started working. I felt I had won a lottery. If he succeeded to learn WKS then WKS attacks would also start in Iraq and would become troublesome for Americans in Iraq as well. We took him to our lab which bewildered him. Controlling his expression, he said, "I thought Afghans are simple-natured but here I can see a modern engineering lab full of facilities. (Admirations be to Allah)

Iraqi Mujahid himself was an intelligent and laborious man and we had become expert of WKS and were still trying to improve it. So there was no problem for him to interfere. Thus within 20 twenty days, he learnt everything, assembling WKS, using it in the field and lab instruments etc. We decided to procure a tuning machine for him which could ease Iraqi Maiden in WKS preparation.

It was a difficult and costly but inevitable item. We went to market but prices were high. When we estimated
the price of necessary items, it was no less than Rs.5 lac, but now we were familiar with black market. By haggling we succeeded to buy our required items only for Rs.2 lac. 500 pieces of WKS could be prepared from the bought items. Supply was delivered via Iran through smugglers. Thus Allah honored our prays with acceptance and all the machinery and equipment was received in Iraq.
FORCES LIKE SAND WALL

Now we could only dream i.e. we had no business. We now interestingly watched news. We were uneasy and restless to know what was the performance of WKS in Iraq. Our team used to discuss and give comments in different worlds. After all we heard a news about an attack on American army convey in Fallujah, Iraq. Soldiers of American 3rd Infantry Division were hit in a bomb blast planted in a taxi standing near a traffic check post. In this attack 6 American soldiers were killed and many others were injured. It was 1st WKS attack on the enemy by Iraqi Mujahideen in Iraq. After this attack, American Battalion commander Escaroot Rooter visited the place and remarks he gave at this occasion were lucid proof of Iraqi Mujahideen's success. Forecasting the dangers in future he said, "we shall face a totally different kind of battle in Iraq."

Then the time proved he was correct. Later Pentagon-the devilish mind of pagonists, also confirmed his statement, narrating IED (WKS) is the most destructive and harmful weapon in Iraq (like Afghanistan) for American forces." Iraqi Mujahideen using WKS took severe actions against Americans and ruined their technology. News of destruction and killing of the enemy forces gave us spiritual satisfaction. These news were a source of happiness for which we thanked Allah. Listening to the news, we used to raise Takbeer (الله أكبر) and our excitement and determination to exalt the flag of Allah strengthened, and we felt the realization of our dreams nearing the destination. In 2004, Iraqi Mujahideen managed WKS pelting attacks which bewildered foes and friends both.
DILAPIDATION OF DAJJALI MEDIA

On the other hand Americans relied upon Dajjali Media for propaganda. The ordains know that media regularly cast news of Mujahideen's attacks over Americans but it never gave the real figures of economic and physical loss. It always showed lesser loss.

Iraqi Mujahideen decided to use Internet as media for propaganda war. They started to make Videos of all actions/attacks and uploaded these videos on social media (YouTube) as an evidence and a lesson (for enemy). They targeted the enemy forces individually with sniper, homemade hand/battle bombs, and heavy duty WKS devices, captured videos and casted dispersion and explosion of American convoys. It was such a truth which no one could deny.

It often happened that Dajjali media broadcast attack news and told lie about crusaders loss, but after some time Iraqi Mujahideen uploaded the original video of the attack which bewildered the viewers. Scattering of American vehicles, tanks, armors and soldiers into pieces told the people what was truth and what was false. Also flying corpses and scattered body parts were encircled and highlighted in the videos, so that the stupid scholars, commentators, columnists and journalists proclaiming freedom of journalism must think before they speak.
O ALLAH! IT IS YOUR BLESSING

According to a CIA agent Robert Bear IED (WKS Remote Control) brought the Iraqi Fighter and American forces armed with latest weapons on the same level. Allah's help with Mujahideen made the enemy issue such a statement today.(

I remember those days, when the incident of fall of Kabul took place and I, during the retreat, talked to a companion about Remote Control and he said, "O dear! forget this electronic device and directly lift Kalashnikov and stand firmly in front of the enemy, that's all." I said faithfully, "A lot of things will happen Insha Allah." Till then I had thought something different and then spent days and nights devotedly to realize this dream. Then Allah helped us and we achieved what we wished. I am happy on my success and thank Allah for blessing me.

الحمد لله على ذلك
WKS, ANSWER TO CARPET BOMBING

The so called philanthropist America had credit a new chapter of tyrannies on people of Afghanistan that history of wars of the world is unable to present such an example. The atrocities of Changez Khan and Halaku Khan were no match for the massacres American had committed. Neepam bombs, Daisy cutter bombs, chemical weapons, Drone attacks and carpet bombing operated with satellite coordination had proved to be the toughest test for valiant people of Afghanistan.

Mujahideen faced this pelting and thundering death (in the form of technology) with trust in Allah and His help, converted their traditional weapons into such technical and cheap weapons which proved to be nuisance to enemy and his technology. America trained its forces in all respects, and spent a lot of money to ensure their safety from all kinds of dangers. But by the grace of Allah, Mujahideen succeeded to transform traditional weapons into such modern and deadly weapons which the American experts could never think of. And Mujahideen employed them in the battlefield that they scattered the latest war weapons into pieces.

WKS and IED (Improvised Explosive Device) or commonly known Homemade Bomb are those weapons which performed so nicely in the battlefield that the Crusaders investigating and analytical committees had to admit it internationally.
THE AUSPICIOUS FUNDS OF MUSLIM UMMAH

Our team had spent 4 lac rupees from the auspicious funds donated by sympathetic Muslim brothers in order to prepare WKS device. I realized that this donation of Muslims might not go futile. But the donation spent in the way of Allah never goes wasted and unfruitful, and these thoughts strengthened my belief. Also when I came to know that Crusaders had spent millions of dollars in order to study WKS & IED and find their remedies, my happiness increased and for Muslims one rupee donation, infidels had to spend millions i. e. to neglify WKS.
THE ENEMY CONFESSES HIS DEFEAT

Michael Obelon - a member of American Defense Think tank Brookings Institute states, "IED (WKS) is an instant danger. It is one of the causes of our defeat. And it is amazing that we paid attention to make heavy weapons like tanks, aircrafts and atomic bomb etc, but Muslim Mujahideen used domestic goods like fertilizer and prepared Remote Control from simple domestic electronic parts. It is unique in history of war and strategy. And above all, defeated the joint or allied forces of the world using these unique weapons."

Mujahideen, planting WKS & IEDs on road side, under the heaps of garbage, in the vehicles, in the sewerage gutters even in the dead bodies of animals, made the lives of invaders difficult in Afghanistan & Iraq.
Destructiveness of IED (WKS) had alarmed "Pentagon" and an institute "JIEDDO" was established to neglify its dangers. Because Remote Control had boosted up the death rate of Allied forces. Initially JIEDDO was granted a huge budget of 100 million dollars, and a senior and experienced officer was appointed as its head and was briefed as,"**Stop this bloodshed at any cost.**"*(if your killings are bloodshed, then what will you name to the killings of Afghani and Iraqi Muslims: author)*. He was also given a brief picture of circumstances and psychological problems Allied forces were facing.

"Save them from WKS attacks at any cost, because Mujahideen are burning them in furnaces of Iraq and Afghanistan. And Allied forces are forced to be bound to their camps. Patrolling parties are this much scared with WKS attacks that when they exit from the camps, they suppose themselves to be dead. The survivors of the WKS attacks spend their time in American psychological resurrection centers."

From guerilla war point of view, American forces were responsible to provide the suitable conditions for attacks. Whenever any convoy exited from the camp, even sparrow couldn't flap in the surrounding, this is why Mujahideen could easily hit them. JIEDDO started working on the basis of these facts. American wanted to solve this problem immediately, therefore, it spent 15 billion dollar (08 million pounds) to plot different plans for the protection of American forces. It must be in mind that British budget is 34 billion pounds.
General (R) Thomas Mantar - director of JIEDDO, had been working as a soldier for forty years, and his performance in the field of engineering had been impressive. His knowledge about IED was so thorough that he could speak for a whole day on this topic. Admitting the capabilities of Mujahideen in Afghanistan and Iraq, he said,

"Our enemies (Mujahideen) are quickly learning from their and our mistakes."

One of Thomas’s plans was; "America fixed an electronic system in F-15 Jet. These jets then were flown in different regions of Afghanistan from the air bases of respective regions. During their flights between 9:30am to 10:30am and 4:00pm to 5:00pm, they would emit (transmit) powerful VHF frequency and 3 digit coded tones (like WKS used codings to blast) repeatedly and frequently. This caused interception in WKS devices in the region and it sometimes caused to blast WKS mines. This costly project could damage only 5% of WKS devices (mines), because jets would cross the area speedily while repeating codes. America might be proud of this costly technology and Thomas Mantar might give "all is well" reports to his officers i.e. "we have caused this much damage to Mujahideen." However, we only received authentic news of crusaders loss, because Mujahideen operate in an organized system and only deliver clear, right and genuine news received from our (inside enemy) resources.

Soon our team succeeded to infer that American technology was causing damage to only 5 WKS mines out of 100. It was not a heavy loss because F-15 jets were flown for three hours all over Afghanistan and it costed much more than our 5 mines (WKS).

However we wanted 100% output and no loss. Therefore, our team recorded coded tones of the jets (F-15) and started to search over it. Soon we succeeded to
prepare new Remote Control, changed its packing and delivered into the battlefield. It nullified (defeated) Thomas's costly project. And American machinery and war weapons damaged with WKS turned to raw materials for steel mills.

The newly designed and assembled WKS was to be experimented so that we could contentedly re-launch it into the battlefield. However, this time in order to observe WKS performance in the battlefield we ourselves moved to the battlefield. During two years of working in the workshop, we many time expressed our desire to fight in the battlefield but due to refusal of our commanders, could not get this opportunity. Advice of Haqqani Sahib was a source of satisfaction for us. He said, "Mujahideen's supply is dependent upon what you are doing. You are working like a Mujahid fighting in the battlefield. If your supply is stopped or interrupted, I will never forgive you, nor the Muslim Ummah."

But this time we had a cover to fulfill our desire. Based on our former experience, we had to choose our target and place to experiment newly designed WKS. I got prepared to leave for a long journey. I carried parts related to Remote Control and electronic instruments with me in addition to my luggage. Passing through unknown mountain, passes and valleys, I reached a northern region of the province Kandahar. I was familiar with this region but this time mountain passages were different and unknown. One of the reasons to come here was that enemy's movement here was frequent i.e. prey for me.

I reached at the hideout of the regional commander of Taliban to see him and report my presence formally. Mullah Sahib and other Mujahideen received me happily. Their friendliness and love consoled my soul, and my tiredness died out. I told them the cause of my
arrival. Then we discussed the present war condition in detail and took “Qahwa”.

Commander listening to my conversation attentively, offered me his full cooperation. "Besides you take with you as many companions as you need in order to accomplish this task, also give us list of things that you require to experiment WKS, so that we could arrange for you," he said. Commander looked happy on my arrival because I was also to train his companions beside WKS experiment. I was provided with 3 mines, pickaxe, shovel and torch etc., for plantation of mines. Next task was to find suitable place. Here prey was in excess. American and Canadian troops were deployed here in large numbers. Regional Mujahideen were familiar with their movement.

We three people on motor cycle examined different places and discussed their suitability. After a tiring struggle, we chose three places suitable from guerilla war point of view. It was easy to plant mine, wait in a safe place nearby and flee safely after the blast of mine. After finalizing the places, we returned to our dwelling, took bath and then briefed the local commander. After Isha three groups were formed, appointed Ameer on each group, handed over wireless sets to them, told them the method to connect WKS with mines and how to plant them. We then prayed to Allah for our success and all three groups departed to their assigned target points. 1st group was sent to Kandahar - Orzghan road, I was in this group. 2nd group was to plant mine at/on Kandahar - Arghandab road. 3rd group was sent to distract Sangeen of Hilmand to plant mine.

After departure, we were in contact through wireless. All three groups successfully planted mines and then waited for the enemy to fall a prey to our mines. We kept
a watch one by one till morning. At 9:30 am F-15 jets arrived and transmitted tones frequently, I was observing the mine from a safe place, and was praying to Allah for success of my experiment. I could hear VHF tones in the air. Targeting any one could only be possible if our new WKS deceived the jet tones. I thanked Allah because jet had gone and our mine did not explode with its VHF tones. I immediately contacted other groups to seek report and they reported, "all is well." It also happened in the evening session of jets flight. All three WKS devices were safe from jet technology. But what was amazing that no convoy arrived even after three days.

I left my hideout and joined the 2nd group employed at Kandahar Arghandab road. It was silent here too and they were also waiting like the 1st group, and nothing happened. I asked, "when did you change battery cells?" One of them said, "when we planted the mine." I said, "we should change the battery cells as a precautionary measure, may it not that WKS fails because of cells." Thus, I with another accomplice replaced the battery cells. Next morning, after breakfast, three of us started waiting for convoy in our barricade. We took breakfast with dry bread pieces and Qahwa. It was because we became extremely hungry. Two of us went to bring lunch from the nearby village. Our WKS had defeated American jet technology but next session of waiting was becoming longer and longer.

We were praying for the arrival of any convoy. We were patiently waiting for convoy and meal, and at the same time were having chit chat. But we attentively watched the road. Suddenly three helicopters arrived and flying over our heads disappeared towards Kandhar. Seeing the helicopters, our hopes refreshed, might arrival of helicopters be prelude to the arrival of crusaders convoy. Might be, they were clearing route before convoy marched. Suddenly my companion
nudged me to direct towards the grey coloured vehicle on the road. Our happiness promptly boosted. I took binoculars and examined the road, and found a convoy slowly pacing towards us. I excitedly signaled to my other companions. I could easily see six tanks and a military truck through binoculars. I also took a bird’s eye view of the place where mine was planted. Then, I changed battery cells of the wireless set and got ready to hit the enemy.

Convoy approached the mine, one of them crossed it.....then the other.......my companion was holding binocular, telling me about convoy movement, and I was waiting for his final command. I pressed PTT of wireless for 6 seconds to give first tone, then second tone........and for third tone, I was waiting for my companion’s order who was watching the convoy through binoculars. As soon as he recited "Subhan Allah" ( سبحان الله ), I recited....

وما رميت إذ رميت ولكن الله رميٰ

.....and pressed PTT. WKS received tone and the mine blew off causing dust, soil and American costly technology fly into air. We raised Takbeer (الله أكبر ) loudly. Our both experiments had been successful. Thus we left the convoy on its own and fled back to our hideout.

After return from Kandhar, we vehemently raised WKS production. This time we packed it in new covering and handed over to Taliban commanders. New packing meant to use WKS packed in this packing. Taliban commanders distributed new WKS frequently among Taliban all over Afghanistan. By the grace of Allah, that summer proved to be very hard and deadly for crusaders and Allied forces. The heavily budgeted JIEDDO with all its technology, its research and plans came to naught, and our home made WKS succeeded with the help of Allah Almighty.
Dajjali and zoinist powers were stunned that inspite of spending huge amount money, they could not control a small device (WKS). Rather it was ruining Allied forces more than it was doing a few months ago. Americans had to bear some extra expenses if WKS attack succeeded like recovering remaining parts of ruined bodied, dead bodies, and then taking them to their bases, and from Afghanistan to their respective homelands. Also they had to spend a lot of money for treatment and resurrection of the injured ones.
UGLY BIRD (THE "H")

The "H" is an ugly bird in Australia. A report is recently published under the title of "The Last Life Line in Afghanistan" which states that the situation is so dangerous and alarming that it has become impossible for NATO forces to march on the roads and they have to use helicopters to maintain supply, even to nearby areas. They have to employ costly communication means to send supply to the neighboring check posts. The commander of the only helicopter unit in Afghanistan (Chinook belonging to Rotary wing group), Lt. col. Scot Nicolas says, "Basic means of communication is helicopter because roads are blocked by (WKS) IED's".

We can extract interesting results from the available data.

→ These helicopters being the "Life Line" for soldiers are leading America and Allied forces to economic collapse.

→ The operating cost of the machinery which the Allied forces are using, is so high that it will cause to bankrupt the stupid American public buried under the weight of taxes, which will ultimately lead them to raise a freedom movement against United States of America.

Here is a brief picture of operating cost/ hour of this machinery in US dollars.

- Light helicopter model1 Bell UHI------$835/hour
- Model II-------$535/hour
- S76------$1178/hour
- EC Dolphins------$1157/hour
- Medium Lift helicopter Model UH60 Black Hawk------$2199/hour
- MI17-------$2850/hour
- Super Yoma (Puma) AS322------$1883/hour
• Heavy Lift helicopter Model D Secorsky CH53E Super Staleen------$20,000/hour

Whereas

• Attack helicopter Model AH56 Apache-------$3851/hour

• AH1S1569-------$1751/hour

These are the figures which show that American economy is going to be demolished. If we analyze the operating cost/hour of each helicopter used to send supply and other routine tasks, it goes up to $3500. If we estimate the money spent on these helicopters working for 8 hours under normal conditions, America has to spend almost 1.4 million dollars per day to sustain in Afghanistan.

If this situation continues, America soon will fall on its knee (submit). And she will cause to bankrupt her allies. In addition to this, humiliation and disgrace of defeat from the unarmed (as compared to allied forces) Mujahideen is their fate. Mujahideen do not have latest technology and huge sums of money, rather their wealth is Trust in Allah and their Faith is strong which cannot be weighed or counted. They have befooled Thomas Manter and his institute JIEDDO.
COUNTER IED's

When JIEDDO, with Thomas’s experiences, huge amount of dollars and latest jets, failed against WKS, and safety and movement of Crusaders became impossible, then their Think tanks were mobilized once again. What stunned them is that even the experienced British General Thomas could not neglify WKS and spending money on jets like F-15 went useless.

When WKS attacks by Taliban boosted and they targeted the enemy in streets and on roads, then Americans perceived that simple Taliban have succeeded to defeat their VHF technology. Thus they gave up British General's institute and plans, and established an institute themselves in this regard they named it Counter IED's.

The officials of Counter IED in the light of their former experiences and causes of defeat in the war affairs, decided to design a vehicle instead of jets. Soon they did the job, and sent 16000 vehicles to Afghanistan. This heavy vehicle was named as MRAP (Mine Resistant Ambush Protected) these heavy vehicles were thrown in the quagmire of Afghanistan in late 2003, which cost 26.8 billion dollars, and WKS cost only Rs.1000/piece (app.10 dollars) .MRAP weighed 14 to 37 tons. Latest heavy chambers and cameras are installed in it to deal with the latest war weapons, WKS and other remote control devices. Its outer body is made up of thick sheet of iron and its floor is V-shaped to ensure safety.

When this creation of American engineers was revealed in the battlefield, it provided safe way to the crusaders, and they started to include two MRAP's in each convoy, which in total included 7 vehicles. One of the two MRAP's headed the convoy and cleared the road and the other moved within the convoy.
Meanwhile, it emitted high power waves which jammed the electronic instruments within some area, and thus WKS could not receive any tone. This situation alarmed and harassed Mujahideen, because WKS were cheap and successful in all respects. And only crusaders, allied forces and their slave Afghan National Army (ANA) were being hit successfully with WKS, which was causing their collateral damage. Public loss was even out of thought. One of the reasons for no public loss was that most of the WKS attacks were conducted in mountains, valleys and passes, away from population. Also when any convoy marched on the roads, it was blocked for public traffic which led to the destruction of the convoy only. The precaution adopted to avoid suicide attack could not stop WKS attack.

Only two three Mujahideen were employed for WKS attacks which eased limited and safe movement. As soon as MRAPs were introduced in the battlefield, we received complaints continuously because continuity of the attacks was stopped. Mujahideen were in a hurry to solve the problem of MRAP. MRAP jammed 95% of the WKS attacks.

It was summer 2004, i.e. war season, and we wanted to finish the deadlock of attacks immediately, even if it was a temporary solution. We planned to use cordless sets. Thus we bought a number of cordless sets from the market, connected WKS with them and handed over to Taliban. State of temporary suspension and inertness almost ended, but this method was costly. Use of cordless increased cost of WKS from Rs.1000 to Rs.4500 . Besides cordless sets, we also used copper wire which was connected to battery from one end and the other end to the mine, thus mine was blasted electrically instead of electronically. Of course it was a little bit difficult but we succeeded to retain the continuity of attacks on the enemy. In order to boost the
continuity of attacks, we also used bobby trap which was named as "Khancha" in Afghanistan. Meanwhile, we were also working on WKS day and night. Soon we succeeded to alter VHF Remote Control into UHF Remote Control. After alteration, we prepared 24000 pieces of WKS in six months and delivered to the battlefield.

When Mujahideen received 1st supply of third time altered WKS, their grip over the battlefield strengthened. The rattling WKS attacks boosted the delivery of crusaders coffins from Afghanistan to the Allied forces homelands. According to Americans reason of their failure, is that Taliban have started using stronger explosive and modern electronic Remote Control Devices.

After the failure of MRAP vehicles, they spent further 5.4 billion dollars to upgrade MRAPs and to manufacture 15 types of small and large similar vehicles (e.g. Robots, small vehicles) which could help to find WKS mines. In short, their technology went wasted in spite of spending huge funds and working hard day and night, and this machinery failed prevent WKS attacks. Situations were so distressed that even MRAP itself started to fall a prey to WKS. Initially MRAP succeeded to overcome WKS but now Mujahideen would attack MRAP with WKS. Now Americans hesitated to travel in MRAP, thus billions of dollars spent on MRAP, had turned to scrap, and it required a budget equal to a small country to take them back to America. Thus by the grace of Allah Almighty, Counter IED also succumbed to failure like JIEDDO.
NECESSITY IS THE MOTHER OF INVENTION

Following this proverb, using local method, "Khancha" was connected to WKS in order to activate it. Two flexible iron strips were fixed on a wooden board to which -ve and +ve wires were connected and then to device, and then device to mine. Finally this assembly was buried in the soil.

As soon as the convoy would come within 500 meters, wireless operator (Mujahid) would give frequency tones. And when tire of any vehicle pressed the flexible iron strip of "Khancha" , it would connect to the lower strip, current would pass and it caused to explode the mine. Sometimes it happened that the flexible iron strip lost its flexibility due to repeated pressing of the public transport and when it was activated on arrival of the military convoy, it didn't work. And when the assembly was extracted and checked, fault of strips was noticed.

We immediately looked into it. We took 8"×14" piece of foam, holed (perforated) it, placed ball bearing in the holes, and then placed them between the strips, which solved the problem caused due to flexibility. Foam worked as flexible pad and ball bearing used to closed the circuit.
CAREFULNESS OF AMERICANS, AND WISDOM OF MUJAHIDEEN

Mujahideen used to start thinking from where thinking of American think tanks seized. Americans, unlike other allied forces (which used jammers), adopted another technique to avoid WKS/IED attacks. It was: "Whenever, the convoy arrived within 500 meters and Mujahideen gave frequency tones, the convoy would stop immediately. Then the convoy commander either ordered to march back or called for air support from the air base. "Whatever, he chose to do, our efforts went wasted.

We thought into this repeated complaint and soon comprehended the matter. Actually, American wireless operator continuously scanned frequency from 136.000 MHz to 174.000 MHz, whenever, they received our WKS tones, they stopped. The scanned tones warned them of WKS mine within vicinity. Thus convoy did not march further, and the commander did what he liked.

SOLUTION

As far as, the technology was concerned, we had no solution to their scanners and stopping, but we solved this problem using our wisdom. We changed our tactic. Now when the convoy arrived, we did not give tones to WKS until some of the vehicles of convoy crossed the mine. Then we would give two tones and convoy stopped immediately. When they gathered around the mine, the operator would press PTT to give third tone to blast the mine. Thus the convoy ignorant of presence mine under their feet, would fall to destruction. Mujahideen commanders were informed of this method, then it secretly and passing through stages reached to
every Mujahid in the battlefield. Then once again Americans were beaten hardly.
A STRANGE DISCLOSURE

We were personally acquainted with a few Afghan commanders. Once I happened to see an old friend from "Kunar". We had a long sitting and discussion about Jihad. He briefed us about Mujahideen's operations against Americans in Kunar. He said; "Mujahideen in addition to raiding and ambushing against the enemy, also conduct WKS attacks in Kunar. Terrain of the region is the most suitable for guerilla war i.e. flourishing forests, high and low and treacherous passes, and hideous valleys etc. We often ambush but sometimes we also conduct mine attacks". I taking interest, asked, "where do you get Remote Control from?" I was thinking that it would be our WKS device they were using. He cheerfully said, "We buy it from an agent in Rs.75000 and it has latest Technology which ensures 100% results. We In fact are unable to purchase it yet we had to. Therefore, we raise funds from Mujahideen to procure one or two pieces. Our sacrifice bears fruit when Americans with their vehicles scatter into pieces and our sentiments are consoled."

I shocked to hear this disclosure and a temptation occurred to my mind. I instantly asked him about the design and shape of this Remote Control. He briefed me about this costly Remote Control......I staggered......"who is that cursed man (agent), looting these simple-natured Mujahideen and selling them one WKS in Rs.75000 which are enough to buy/prepare 75 pieces of Remote Control devices." I was infuriated on those swindlers who were looting even the religious people, and ruining their Hereafter by taking benefit of their helplessness.

Then I informed my friend that these devices were provided free of cost to the Mujahideen and a team of Mujahideen prepare them. There was no role of these
agents in Remote Control procurement. I gifted him five pieces of WKS Remote Control Devices and advised him not to buy further from any agent. He was bewildered to hear all this. He cheerfully took WKS from me and departed. He looked as if he had found Korah's treasure. Before he departed, I also asked him to help Taliban in order to capture these swindlers, so that they could be punished for their heinous crime.

We also informed Mullah Brother about what the imposters were doing in Kunar. He said, "we have received such complaints from Kunar earlier and we are investigating this matter. Now your conversation has confirmed this matter." Mullah Brother asked us, "what can be the easiest and practicable solution of this problem?" We suggested that we should establish our sub workshop in Kunar so that Mujahideen could easily obtain continuous supply of WKS and swindler's business would automatically die out. And we should not waste our precious time to search and investigate about these cheaters.

He gladly allowed us to establish a sub workshop in Kunar and we speedily did the task. Then we started preparing WKS and soon our production increased. And Mujahideen of Kunar started using it in large number. Before this we had two workshops, a Central and a Khost Branch, and demand and supply of Mujahideen in remote area was difficult but after the establishment of Kunar branch, this problem was solved. And excessive and easy supply of WKS was maintained.

Now Mujahideen in Kunar and its surrounding were glad to receive cost free remote control device, what a difference was between cost free Remote Control and Remote Control costing Rs.75000. Another advantage was as many Remote Controls they needed, as many they were supplied, without cost and wastage of time.
Mujahideen of Kunar and Laghman rendered what was due i.e. conducted rattling WKS attacks.

Our Kunar branch worked for one year then Crusaders on information raided on it, arrested our seven accomplices, and took all the equipment in their possession. There were almost 400 ready to use pieces of WKS, cash, wireless sets and large sum of WKS parts in the workshop at the time of raid. We had lost an established set up and its runners. The seven prisoner captured from Kunar workshop were released after two and a half year (30 months almost). Demolition of this workshop disturbed WKS supply temporarily, but Central and Khost branch regularized it after some time.
OTHER INVENTIONS OF WKS GROUP

Our team, in addition to WKS also devised other simple but very useful electronic devices according to the need and demand of Mujahideen.

TIMER SWITCHES

One day, idea of invention of these devices occurred to my mind when a Mujahid saw us and told his story as; “I was provided with a BM to fire on an American base. I with one of my companions surveyed the surrounding mountains and decided to plant BM launching system on a hill so that it would trigger in the morning, 4/5 hours later. We had to do this because presence of Mujahideen at the time of firing BM may risk their lives due to immediate arrival of paratroopers and helicopters.

Therefore, we carried a BM, a 16Kg empty canister and other necessary tools up to the hill, at dusk. We had perforated a very small hole at the bottom of canister for very slow dripping of water. We directed BM towards American Base, filled Canister with water, fitted a bobby trap in it and departed to the nearby shelter - already chosen for this purpose. Water started dripping drop by drop and activated bobby-trap after three hours. We listened to the sound of BM explosion which hit the target. We thanked Allah and slept contentedly because we were tired of exhausting up and down march in the mountains.”

I listened to him attentively, encouraged and consoled him, and said, “Insha Allah soon we shall devise a time switch for you and it will relieve you from all such troubles. Just carry a BM, a mobile charger size switch with battery and target the enemy.”
Then we invented different timer switches for the facilitation of Mujahideen in the battlefield. Of which fixed time switch, Light dependent switch and night switches are significant. Since we ourselves had been in the battlefield, thus we knew exactly what to design. Afterwards, Mujahideen would fix the BM and timer switch somewhere in the hills and then left. And whenever they needed to trigger it, would set time on the switch which activated and fired BM at the set time. We also designed a digital timer switch which could be used within 100 hours to blow a mine or BM.

MAGNETIC DEVICE

One day a subordinate of Taliban's great commander Molvi Ameenullah Ameen met us and said us confidentially, "one of our supporters is a truck driver who deliver NATO supply from Karachi to Afghanistan via Kandhar. He himself offered us his services and cooperation voluntarily. We can stick any bomb to his truck (Loaded with NATO supply) without any resistance. His old but insured truck will be destroyed and he will receive a new one."

Then we collected information from him about NATO supply. It added to our knowledge about the movement of NATO supply on the route, its entrance into the base, parking arrangement and unloading process. On our question he briefed us in detail. He said, "when truck drivers carry NATO supply from Karachi, Pakistani agencies, army and FC etc. are responsible to ensure its security up to Chaman-Spin Boldak border. Inside Afghan border, Allied forces are responsible to secure it up to Kandhar air base where supply trucks are parked at one or two places in hundreds of numbers. These are stopped outside the air base precautionsly in order to avoid any explosion inside the base. Then they
are taken inside the base for clearance and searching next day. Third day, these are unloaded at their fixed points."

We keeping these informations in mind, derived a permanent solution. We decided to attach timer switch to the explosive, and attach magnets to it. These magnets could carry just 1/2 Kg explosive but we were satisfied with the experiment, as switched worked nicely. But a weak magnet may fall during journey through rugged mountainous passages, which might lead to the failure of operation. Therefore, we continued our research.

Soon we succeeded to find a small but very strong magnet which could carry 4 Kg weight. We experimented its capacity and selected it for our work. We used 4-5 magnets to carry 20Kg of explosive and attached timer switch with it. We also amended timer circuit so that if someone tried to diffuse it, it would trigger the explosive to blast. So it was an undiffusible magnetic bomb whose timer starts as soon as it is stuck to the truck (vehicle).

FIRST EXPERIMENT

Our team had prepared 1st magnetic bomb (as a sample) and we wanted to experiment it in the battlefield. We handed it over to the said subordinate of Molvi Ameenullah Ameen. He with his fellow stuck it to NATO supply truck and timer started. Sound of sticking magnet alarmed the truck driver who immediately braked the truck, in the middle of the road, jumped out of it and fled away from it. All the traffic jammed but every one kept away from it to witness the incident.

Both of the companions returned to their Markaz, parked their bike here and marched back to the truck in order to witness the working of magnet bomb. Timer was set to blast after 30 minutes of sticking, and 25
minutes had passed. On third last second of display, we had set الله، on second last اکبر and on last second "اللہ اکبر". Thus on last seconds, our stick bomb loudly raised Takbeer "اللہ اکبر" and exploded. It made a hole of 8" diameter in tanker body, oil drained liked a stream and caught fire. Now the tanker had become a big bomb which soon blasted to turn over and fell into a ditch. This was first practical demonstration of our magnetic device bomb.

In addition to WKS, suicide and ambush attacks, these magnetic device bombs played a vital role to ruin the NATO supply. Afgha Taliban also used these devices to destroy Milli Urdu forces & vehicles. A similar attack on NATO supply convoy took place recently near Torkham border and latest magnet bomb attack took place on 06-06-2014 when Taliban targeted presidential election candidate Abdullah Abdullah’s car. In this attack, the puppet of crusaders (Abdullah Abdullah) himself survived but six of his guards died and his car was damaged completely.

RPG7

Whatever tactic Mujahideen used to attack the crusaders and ANA, immediate arrival of air support like helicopter, had been a continuous and permanent problem for Mujahideen. In the presence of gunship helicopter, it was impossible to fight further, thus Mujahideen had to rush back to their hide outs. This problem always discouraged them as their desire to ruin the enemy would remain unsatisfied.

In mountains Mujahideen had an option to use RPG7 against helicopters but in plains RPG7 cannot hit helicopter. Thus Mujahideen were facing this problem especially in plains, and they had requested WKS team to find a solution to this problem.
Keeping in view the performance of RPG7 in mountains and studying the past data, we decided to upgrade RPG7 (Rocket Propelled Grenade). We had no experience to design a new RPG7 rocket. We wanted to improve launching system (explosive) range which is 700 meters. Upgrading launching explosive (nitrocellulose) would improve its range. For this, we took sticks of launching explosive from Ballistic Missile (BM). Seven sticks are used in a BM to carry it to the target. We replaced these sticks with the explosive sticks of RPG7. Thus initially 7 upgraded rockets were prepared. We experimented them in the desert of Hilmand. Firstly, we fired original rocket of RPG7 which travelled a distance of 700 meters. Then we launched the upgraded rocket which covered a distance of 1300 meters. Result was better than our expectation for which we thanked Allah. We also recorded a video of all this experimentation, and named this rocket as "Anti Helicopter Rocket" We published a booklet in which complete process of upgrading RPG7 rocket was described and distributed among Mujahideen. This rocket became so much popular among Taliban that they started to carry only these rockets instead of original rockets.

War head of BM was then used as anti-vehicle (anti-tank) mine. These rockets performed nicely in the battlefield especially against helicopter. Now Taliban often strike helicopters with these upgraded rockets.

In this regard it would be useful to describe the details of a three days battle fought at Panjwai in 2008. In this battle Taliban hit three helicopters of Allied forces using these rockets. Courage and determination of Mujahideen boosted after witnessing its performance at Panjwai, whereas it frightened the enemy and declined their morale.
By the grace of Allah, this simple technique scared them and now hesitated to use helicopters in the battlefield.

**A UNIQUE INVENTION OF WKS TEAM ANTI JAMMER DEVICE**

Jammer works as a security device/machine for crusaders. Crusaders and their slaves like ANA feel proud of using these jammers and think that they will surely save them from death. Jammers are installed in vehicles which then travel in convoys and squads, thus jam all kinds of electric signal in the vicinity. It happened a number of times that when they tried to hit any convoy using electronic devices, jammers didn't let them hit/work. It has been described earlier.

WKS team has succeeded to invent a unique, amazing and outstanding device which works as anti-jammer. Our team has several successful experiments on this device however it is still under process. Soon our team will launch it into the battlefield. Its main characteristic is that it will especially target and destroy jammers or vehicles in which jammers are installed. As soon as jammer (or vehicle with jamming system) will come within its range (1-2 meters), this device will be triggered automatically and hit its prey. (Insha Allah)

In near future, allied forces, hypocrites and VVIPs will give up including jammers in their convoys, because they will work as source of death for their users. Forces and officers will forget jammers like they were never used. JIEDDO and Counter IED will seem as if these institutions are distributing death.

They will feel, as if foolish, illiterate, ill-mannered, fundamentalist, old fashioned, uncivilized and indecent people are our helpers and supporters.
UNIQUE OPERATIONS OF MUJAHIDEEN

Infidels of the world had been worried since early days of newly born Islamic state of Afghanistan. Dajjali media started to throw mud on this Islamic state and a propaganda campaign was set against it. They were called as fundamentalist, old fashioned, extremist, and ill-mannered ignorant, rustic and uncivilized.

Afterwards, they were these simple natured, illiterate and uncivilized people who using amazing and unique war strategies defeated modern American and Allied forces educated from their highly ranked universities, in such a way that their latest technology, training, skills, expertedness and vanity couldn't help them. They are ashamed of their weaknesses and foolishness which they have recently admitted. These Forces of the infidels have also admitted the superiority of these (Taliban) ignorant and illiterate Mujahideen. Here I describe some Operations of Mujahideen which enlighten their wisdom and acute mindedness.

FIRST AMAZING TACTIC

Cautious and wise American pilot often flew high in order to be out of range of upgraded rocket, therefore, Mujahideen could not hit them.

One day idea of a rustic and illiterate Mujahid worked and a trap for American air force was prepared. He lifted a motorcycle to a lofty mountain, planted explosive with WKS on it, left it hide less and hid in the vicinity. When an American helicopter pilot saw a motorcycle on a mountain, his quest rose and started circling around it. Then he brought helicopter close to motorcycle and it was the time for which Mujahid was waiting. He triggered WKS which blasted and destroyed
the helicopter as well. Wisdom of an illiterate Mujahid defeated cleverness of a highly educated American pilot.

ANOTHER AMAZING ATTACK

Taliban prepared another trap (for Americans) which proves their wisdom and war skills. Mujahideen installed wireless repeater antennas on a lofty place in Zabul. It was in fact a trap for Crusaders, who often landed on such places to destroy repeaters which work as a source of communication between Mujahideen of two provinces. Soon crusaders landed here from a Chinook helicopter. Mujahideen had camouflaged the explosive and WKS in such an excellent manner that the soldier could not judge it as a trap. In short when they gathered near the trap, an explosion occurred and all of the soldiers died at the spot. Mujahideen also made video of this unique attack and uploaded on "Alemar" website.

There are a number of similar stories which prove that wisdom, skills, training and war tactics of Mujahideen had been main causes of defeat of American and Allied forces.
K's SHAHADAT (MARTYRDOM)

American and Allied forces could not enter Hilmand till 2008. But on June 5, 2008, American helicopter started landing on mountains of Bramcha. Workshop was in the training centre. Mujahideen fired two rockets on helicopter on the order of local commander but they missed the targets. Gun ship helicopters started cross firing. "K" also fired two rockets on the helicopters but K's position was detected. Rocket attacks forced helicopters to return, but then jets arrived and started shelling on the training centre. This bombardment demolished the training centre and workshop completely and many of our companions got martyred and one of them was "K".

Later we reestablished our workshop but we missed our skillful engineer "K". May Allah bless all the "Shuhada" and help Islam and Mujahideen, and make them successful against all the infidels (Aameen).
HISTORICAL DEFEAT OF CRUSADERS

It was fund raising camp of Tehreek Nifaz-e-Shariat-e-Muhammadi........

In 2001........an 80 years old woman walking with the help of a stick, arrived and placing a small bundle on the table she said, "Send it to my children in Afghanistan." The small bundle contained 30 eggs. Who were these children?

A manly Mujahid Mullah Muhammad Umar emerged from province Kandhar of Afghanistan. He with his bold moves turned Afghanistan into Emarate-Islamia. He, including heart of Asia-Kabul, cleaned rubbish from Dand, Panjwai, Spin Boldak, Kandhar, Hilmand, Neemroze, Farah, Sheen Dand, Harat, Baad Ghais, Orzagan, Wardak, Zabul, Jalalabad, Logar and Khost. After conquering these region, he appointed merciful and sympathetic administration so that the masses could sleep peacefully. This achievement cost sacred blood of hundreds of Mujahideen. Mullah Mashar, Mullah Borjan and many other ingenious old age war commanders sacrificed their lives for the Renaissance of Islam. An end was put to anarchy by establishing a capital which revived the sense of collectivity among Afghan nation. Mullah Muhammad Umar Mujahid's only one order put an end to 4 thousand years old arm-culture which restored peace and justice. Enforcement of "Hudoodullah" amazingly reduced crime ratio almost to zero. Institutions were established to provide religious and formal education to Afghan nation and forth coming races. Co-education was abolished but women education within Islamic limits was encouraged. Innocence and modesty was customized, interest was forbidden, taxes were finished and corruption was banned. Women rights and medical facilities were provided at door step.
Illegitimate businesses and earnings like opium production and its business were forcibly banned, legitimate and lawful means of earning like agriculture, industrialism, and trading opportunities were developed. Oil refineries, irrigation, Zakat-o-Ushar, water resources, roads and other departments were established in order to facilitate the masses. And Taliban and Mujahideen were those children (of the 80 years old woman) who ensured to provide everything to Afghan nation it deserved.

This ideal region of the World became an eyesore for the infidels who started planning to set up a blockade around the only Islamic state of the world. In those days Taliban were focused on a warlord of Northern areas, Ahmed Shah Masood who was playing "Hide and seek" with them and was not ready to give up source of his earning, whereas Islamic state was trying to enforce Islam all over Afghanistan. Meanwhile, Alqaeda attacked world trade centre and on the basis of this attack America and its Allies bent upon Islamic state. Foreign department of the Islamic state tried its best to convince the enemies....... 

..........but they had already decided to demolish the only newly born Islamic state of Afghanistan. On October 7,2001, America invaded the Islamic state. Allied forces had already set up all the barricades, settlements with Muslim and Non-Muslim neighbouring states of Afghanistan had already been done through threatening or dollars. Northern Alliance on order of America also loaded their arms to retaliate and finish Islamic state. American B-52, jets started carpet bombing exterminating thousands of men, women, and children. Americans were killing and disabling them. American tenant forces, commanders and enemies of Islam advanced under the support of jets, Taliban and Mujahideen from all over the world tried to put a bold front before them but.......
........then Mullah Muhammad Umar Mujahid changed his strategy and decided to fight a long guerilla war with the invaders. So on his wise order, Taliban tactically retreated and turned towards mountains, passes valleys and forests. Mujahideen, Taliban and masses also migrated to the tribal areas of Pakistan whose government and security forces were already hired by Americans for dollars and threats.

Furious Northern Alliance commanders tyrannized the migrants and media broadcasted painful stories of these atrocities. For example: On November 9, 2001, Northern Alliance and Hazara tribes attacked "Razia Sultana School" and furiously tortured the innocent students. On November 24, 2001, a new chapter of brutality and ferocity was created in Qilla Jangi. Another story of beast natured crusaders, and their slave forces was witnessed by Dashte Laila. Plundering and ravaging broke out. Taliban and Mujahideen were barred in Pull Charkhi jail, Shabarghan jail and the most notorious Bagaram jail, and then shifted to Guantanamo bay, where they were succumbed to tyrannies and atrocities of the crusaders.

Then they trusting in Allah and obeying Mullah Muhammad Umar Mujahid's command started guerilla war and in the very first attack only two Arab Mujahideen ambushed the enemy and fought with such bravery till Shahadat that the enemy was stunned and frightened. In this battle, they killed 17 enemy soldiers before martyrdom.

In a battle of Shahi Kot, Taliban killed dozens of crusaders and arrested twenty two others who were killed later on.

The scattered Taliban re-gathered in their hideouts and warmed up the battlefield once again. Hamid Karzai and Northern alliance with the support of America
became the new rulers of Afghanistan, and they started looting the Afghan nation with both hands.

Initially Mujahideen used traditional guerilla war tactics like ambush or hit and run and gradually entangled all the regions of Afghanistan. Frequency of attacks on crusaders and their allies started boosting up, and their death toll too. It shook their bases and palaces.

Meanwhile, a team of Mujahideen succeeded to invent a simple device "WKS" which ruined the latest technology. Employment of "WKS" decreased Mujahideen's death toll and boosted enemy's collateral damage. Low cost WKS defeated extremely costly technology. As it was easy to use, WKS and its output was amazing, so Mujahideen increased WKS attacks which changed situation of the battlefield. Out of 100, 70-80 attacks were WKS. Mujahideen's dependence on WKS caused to increase its production which Taliban's engineers carried out efficiently.

Thus crusader gave up road march and moved through farms and fields under high security. Most of the times, they preferred to stay in the camps which relieved the masses. But Mujahideen pursued them unremittingly and started attacking their bases and camps. Until yesterday Mujahideen were resisting but now the enemy had to resist and beg for life, the days had changed.

When crusaders gave up leaving their camps, Mujahideen also changed their tactic and started suicide attacks and raids on the camps, convoy and check posts. They also demolished crusaders supply lines, sometimes Taliban took the containers into their possession but most of the times they burnt them, thus causing heavy economical loss to the enemy.

Taliban's grip over the battlefield was strengthening day by day, so when felt suitable, they broke jails (i.e. Kandhar Jail etc.) to get their brothers released. Dajjali media, most of the times, did not disclose, news of
Taliban's achievements, yet they were achieving the impossible and Muslim Ummah wanted to know the facts. Here Taliban started another war against the crusaders i.e. media war. Taliban made live videos of attacks and uploaded on social media and their official website (www.shahamat-english.com), and this was the time when the views of the people all over the world started changing. Dajjali media openly admitted its defeat in this field. When people watched these videos and witnessed how Taliban were ruining American and allied forces in ambushes, WKS attacks, suicide attacks, raids and target killing (sniper attacks), they laughed at the crusaders helplessness.

Crusaders could not bear this humiliation and launched different operations against Mujahideen like, Operation Panther, and anaconda etc. which could not control attacks. In response Taliban also launched different operations against American and Allied forces like Operation Ibrat, Nusrat, Al Fatah, Al Badar, Al Farooq, Khalid Bin Waleed and Khaibar etc. and made a blunt reply to enemy.

During Operation Ibrat, Mullah Muhammad ambushed at Kabul - Jalalabad road and killed more than 90 French soldiers and injured dozens of them.

A suicide bomber, Mujahid Saifullah collided a truck, filled with 9000 Kg of explosive, with an American camp in Sayyadabad (Wardaq) and demolished the camp and its neighbouring building totally, and sent all the soldiers here to the hell.

In Hilmand, Taliban dug a tunnel under the base camp, planted explosive in tunnel and triggered it to demolish the whole camp.

And thus Taliban taught a lesson to the infidels, "that you chose the path of battle instead of dialogue, now we would tell you "how to fight?"
Taliban's Al Badar Operation broke all past records, and percentage of Mujahideen's successes boosted up many times.

In Kunar, 4 suicide bombers attacked an army camp and killed 38 American Soldiers, and in another operation, Taliban arrested 50 of them.

A suicide bomber killed 18 American soldiers in district Panjwai of Kandhar.

Then Taliban bewildered the world when they broke Kandhar jail two times and released hundreds of their brothers including 164 Commanders.

In Al Farooq Operation, 30 Taliban suicide bombers targeted enemy forces simultaneously in Kabul, Kandhar, Ningerhar, Loger and Paktia and within 24 hours ruined them, and caused unbeatable collateral damaged.

10 suicide (Fidaeen) Mujahideen raided a base in Sehra Bagh Khost, and in this long battle killed more than 100 crusaders.

In response to blasphemous sketches of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (SAW), Taliban conducted "Shoorab Operation" in Hilmand. In this operation 15 Mujahideen raided NATO Headquarter in three groups and destroyed six aircrafts and killed 15 soldiers.

In this Holy War which started in 2001, Mujahideen (of Emarate-e-Islamia) in addition to punishing the enemy, also carried on political, cultural, literary and preaching activities to reestablish Islamic system. As a result of "Dawat-o-Irshad Commission" of Taliban, a number of ANA soldiers have left puppet administration of Kabul and joined Taliban. For example, in 2013, 6119 ANA soldiers joined the Troops of Truth (Taliban), before this they were crusaders slave.

Presidential elections were held in 2014, and Taliban turned this drama into a deadly and terrible picture. On the election day, 1088 attacks were conducted and shook
the enemies. Elections failed totally but Crusaders media broadcasted the news of Transparent elections. Then America and Allied countries announced that they have established a strong democratic government, have defeated Taliban and Alqaeda, and have restored peace in Afghanistan, so it is time for us to leave.

All this drama was played by America to withdraw NATO forces honourably and show the world after all they stood victorious against Taliban and Alqaeda in Afghanistan.

The only super power of the world with its 52 Allies fought for 13 years against one of the most backward nation of the world (from materialistic point of view), but their firmness, bravery and Belief in Allah led them to the victory. Spiritualists won against materialists, whose economy has been deteriorated. According to an American economist!

"Time is nearing when no one will lend money to America, reserves have already become extinct."

American debt has exceeded 120 trillion dollars, unemployment is flooding, banks have bankrupted, 3 lac American families have to live in refugee camps, American economy is declining speedily. America spent 10 trillion dollars in Afghan war but of no use. In first 6 months America fired more than 200000 missiles and bombs (including, chemical, biological and mini atomic bombs) and killed more than 10 lac innocent people in Afghanistan.

In response Mujahideen conducted more than 25,394 WKS attacks in 13 years, 589 suicide attacks, targeted 7480 camps and check posts and fired 4935 missiles and rockets on Crusaders and their slaves. In this long "Crusade" Mujahideen ambushed the enemy 6267 times and raided its supply line 2594 times.

Taliban published the figures of Crusaders collateral damage on social media which is as follows.
- Crusaders **killings** - 55,620
- Crusaders **Injured** - 13,914
- Afghan soldiers **killed** - 85,006
- Crusaders **jets** and **Helicopters** destroyed
- **Jets** and **C130** destroyed - 392
- **Drones** - 196
- **Tanks, Heavy Vehicles & Armors** destroyed - 12,295
- **Oil tankers** destroyed - 9,475
- Passenger Vans like Toyota, **Humvee** destroyed - 11,476

On the other hand Mujahideen (migrated) who got martyred in Khurasan belong to different nations like Arab, Uzbek, Tajik, Pakistani, Bangali, Bermi, Afghan, Chechnian, Russian and Westerners.

- 718 suicides (Fidaeen) sacrificed their lives in the path of Allah.
- 3338 Mujahideen got martyred in ambushes, Crusader's raids and bombardment to raise the Flag of Islam.
- 114 vehicles of Mujahideen were also damaged in different attacks.

Americans refuse to admit these figures and misbrief their public to preserve their ego and honour.

Whereas, according to a report of Viteraan's officers group, **1,78,483 American soldiers** who returned from war have mental problems, because Taliban followed them like exorcists.

On February, 2015, daily Dunya Lahore Pakistan published a report which said!

"Taliban killed more than 5000 soldiers, police officers, and their relatives only in Ghazni province in 2014."

Robert Granier had been CIA station chief in Pakistan. He wrote a book "88 days to Kandhar" in which he says!
"Now when America is preparing to leave Afghanistan after 13 years, we have wasted more than 2,00,000 lives and billions of dollars to widen our Kingdom." Mr. Robert! I would like to say, "it is useless to cry over spilt milk."

After 13 years, it is dawned on me that it is the power of "bundle of 30 eggs" which the 80 years old woman (and other Muslims like her) funded to her sons, Taliban Mujahideen, which made America and Allied forces lick the dust and flee with tails between legs.

How can a nation be beaten, whose old age mothers have this much passion and courage. This is why NATO had to lower its flag from Afghanistan on 28 December, 2014. But white flag with Kalima Tawheed (لا إله إلا الله محمد رسول الله) is still hoisting there in Afghanistan, and will always Insha Allah. Taliban are "In The Line Of Victory"

Assalam-o-Alaikum